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In 1925, having fully addressed the matter of the location of the northern boundary of eastern 
Texas, SCOTUS next embarked upon the additional task of resolving the ownership of a myriad 
of royalty interests along the Red River, a process which yet again brought riparian boundary 
issues to the forefront, demonstrating the immense confusion which pervaded the subject area 
as a direct result of extensive historical misapplication of the meander boundary concept, 
resulting from widespread ignorance of the true nature and meaning of meander lines. On the 
Texas side of the river, a great many surveys had been conducted several decades earlier, 
abutting the river as it stood prior to its substantial northward migration, which occurred 
largely during the late Nineteenth Century, and in one particular location, a survey had been 
done in 1886, showing a parcel lying between the river on the north and a larger tract, known as 
the Powell Tract, which had been previously created by means of an 1861 survey, of what was 
riverfront land in 1861, on the south. Shortly after the parcel created in 1886 was acquired years 
later, by the Durfee Mineral Company for oil extraction purposes, the owner of the Powell Tract 
protested that his property legally extended all the way to the river, which had expanded his 
acreage by forging its way steadily northward between 1861 and 1886, and on that basis he 
asserted that Durfee had actually acquired nothing at all. In response, while insisting that his 
parcel was entirely legitimate, Durfee not surprisingly contended that the 1886 survey had been 
properly conducted, upon the premise that his opponent's tract was bounded on the north by 
the meander line of 1861, rather than the river itself, pointing out that the prior owners of both 
properties had long regarded the 1861 meander line as a permanent and immobile property 
boundary. Thus the Court was required to clarify, to Durfee's chagrin, that the 1886 survey upon 
which his acquisition was based was a legal nullity, because although avulsive river movement, 
once proven, deprives streams of their capacity to control boundaries, and can therefore support 
judicial adoption or approval of a meander line as a boundary in certain instances, accretive river 
movement has no such impact upon boundaries, and allows a meandered stream to continue to 
function as a boundary monument even as it moves laterally, thereby rendering any meander 
lines which were previously created upon its banks entirely immaterial for boundary purposes:  
 
"As an incident of the receivership in this cause, it becomes necessary to determine conflicting claims to the royalty 
interest ... south of the south bank of the Red River ... the principal question is whether the Powell survey (of 1861) 
extended northward to the south bank of Red River, leaving nothing between it and the bank, or stopped short of 
the bank, leaving a narrow wedge-shaped strip between it and the bank. The Durfee survey was made 25 years later 
on the assumption that the Powell survey left such a strip there. Three wells are in the wedge-shaped strip of 
accreted land ... the surveyor (in 1861) began ... on the south bank of Red River ... the (1861) field notes ... described 
the northerly line .. running "up the river with its meanders" ... the field notes entered in the appropriate local 
records said "thence up the river with its meanders" ... the phrase "thence up the river" ... means up the natural course 



of the river ... the survey … drawing or plat represented the river as the northern boundary ... the survey was 
intended to call, and did call, for the river as a boundary and that controlling influence must be given to that call ... 
the land lying between the south bank, as now existing, and that bank as existing at the time of the Powell survey,  
is accretion to the bank, and therefore part of the Powell tract ... during the 25-year period intervening between the 
Powell survey (of 1861) and the Durfee survey (of 1886) there was a large addition to the south bank, but in 
later years most of that addition was cut away. At present the bank extends a little farther northward than it did 
when the Powell survey was made. These changes all resulted from the natural and gradual processes of accretion 
and erosion, which are rather pronounced in Red River. Its currents and channels shift from one side of its wide bed 
to the other ... a boundary bank is changed by these processes, and the boundary, whether private or public, follows 
the change ... there was no land between the Powell tract and the river to which the Durfee survey and patent could 
give any right ... or any royalty interest arising therefrom." (see 268 US 252) 
 

 
The Texas Court of Appeals also had occasion to comment upon the survey work which resulted 
in the creation of the Durfee parcel, finding it to be fundamentally defective in the 1921 case of 
Schnackenberg v State (229 SW 934) because the 1886 surveyor erroneously regarded the 1861 
meander line and the monuments marking it as legitimate components of a definitive boundary 
line, capable of preventing any northward expansion of the Powell Tract, while mistakenly 
disregarding the capacity of the river itself to serve as a natural boundary monument. 
 
Not surprisingly, despite the heroic efforts of the judicially appointed boundary commissioners, 
which we have noted, the outcome of the Red River litigation left many property owners on the 
Texas side feeling quite resentful toward the federal government. Unable to fully comprehend 
the law, and looking only at the result, which they saw as unfairly punitive and restrictive to 
their interests, rather than pondering its legal basis, they apparently felt cheated and wondered 
how the Court could be justified in upholding riverbed title in favor of property owners on the 
opposing riverbank, who were for the most part tribal members, by virtue of the centerline 
boundary principle, after having refused to apply that same beneficent principle of law and 
equity to their own properties 3 decades earlier during the aforementioned litigation of the 
1890s. This misguided bitterness obviously jaundiced relations between Texans and 
Oklahomans to some extent, but perhaps even more importantly it caused some highly 
influential Texans to distrust the federal government, and threatened to keep a dark cloud   
over relations between various federal agencies and the leadership of the Lone Star State. In the 
Summer of 1927, prompted at least superficially by an inquiry from the Secretary of the Interior, 
but undoubtedly also hoping to provide broader assistance in the resolution of the true title 
status of the south half of the riverbed, Acting US Attorney General Mitchell composed and 
published the formal position of the Executive Branch on that subject, entitled "Title to Land  
in Bed of Red River", in an effort to defuse the troublesome situation by providing historical 
clarification regarding that federal bedland title interest, which the Court had left unaddressed. 



In thus announcing one of the most significant federal title disclaimers ever issued, Mitchell 
leveraged the historically established principle that no grantor will typically be legally presumed 
to have intended to retain any land not explicitly excepted or reserved unto that grantor in the 
relevant conveyance documentation. Although this development did nothing to alter the north 
boundary of Texas, it did clarify to the disgruntled Texans that the south half of the riverbed 
was not federal public domain, as Mitchell explained, in reality it had been property of the 
Choctaw Tribe since 1820, when the Red River was first described as a boundary in the tribal 
conveyance context, and that portion of the riverbed therefore bore no federal interest, aside 
from that which is legally associated with federal "guardianship" obligations that apply to such 
land rights held by Native Americans (FN 5):  
 
"Ordinarily a conveyance of lands bounded by a non-navigable water course carries title to the thread of the 
stream ... when a grantor who owns the upland on both sides of the stream, or a highway, conveys land on one side 
only, in the absence of language showing a different intention, a conveyance carries to the middle of the stream. 
When, however, he owns the entire bed of the stream, but no part of the upland on the opposite side (as in the  
case of the Red River) his grant naming the stream as the boundary line will carry as far as he owns, and this 
principle has been recognized ... as logical and sound ... (quoting the Supreme Court of New Jersey)  
"intent in the use of the words employed in running a water boundary governs, rather than the literal meaning of 
the words. The words ‘to,’ ‘on,’ ‘by,’ ‘at,’ ‘along’ a non-tidewater stream presumptively carry title (acquired by  
a grantee) as far into the stream as the grantor possesses." ... (quoting the Supreme Court of New 
Hampshire) "the grantor does not retain a narrow strip of land under a stream or other highway, because the 
title of it left in him would generally be of little use, except for a purpose of annoyance and litigation." ... the river 
(in 1820) was the boundary between the United States and a foreign country, and the United States owned the 
entire bed of the river. It is difficult to conceive of any reason why the United States should reserve … the bed of the 
river or any part thereof. Had it done so, it would have been the owner of a narrow strip of land … separating from 
a foreign country land being ceded (in 1820) to the Choctaw Nation. In the absence of language clearly expressive 
of such intent (on the part of the US as the grantor) no such construction should be given (to a federal 
land grant) … the United States intended to convey to the Choctaw Indians the territory bordered on the south 
by the southern boundary of the United States, which was the south bank of the river ... such was the intention   
and legal effect of the treaty of 1820 ... the United States conveyed the entire bed of the Red River ... to the Indians ... 
no portion thereof is now owned by the United States." (see 1927 WL 2311) 
 

 
 
 
 
William DeWitt Mitchell (1874-1955) a military officer who  
went on to become an Attorney General of the US, appeared on 
the cover of Time in January of 1930, as the nation plunged into 
the Great Depression. His legacy was subsequently scarred 
however, as a result of the prominent role he played in the 
destruction of the Bonus Army just 2 years later. 
 
 
 



While the federal position regarding the legal status of the riverbed which was set forth in 1927 
may have alleviated some of the tension between federal officials and Texas leaders, it did not 
permanently extricate the federal government from involvement in the affairs of the Red River 
region, because the Native American interest in the riverbed would eventually motivate federal 
personnel to take action which a subsequent generation of Texans would view as provocative, as 
we will see. As far as the day to day activities of the residents of northern Texas were concerned 
however, the consequences of the Red River litigation seem to have had little impact upon their 
lives, particularly during the awful Dust Bowl period, when that ongoing disaster formed the 
focal point of their concerns, compounded of course by the difficulties imposed by the Great 
Depression. Many Texans occupying the relevant area seem to have contented themselves with 
the knowledge that the river was still migrating northward, secure in the belief that they were 
not losing any land to the river, and evidently in at least some cases even supposing that they 
were steadily gaining land, at the expense of their Oklahoma neighbors, thanks to the river's 
persistent movement. The Texas judicial system also readily brushed off any potential legal 
implications stemming from the navigability aspect of the 1922 federal ruling, reviewed 
previously herein, and declined to follow the lead of the nation’s highest judicial tribunal, 
holding in the 1932 case of State v Bradford (121 TEX 515) that the North Fork of the Red   
River could be legally identified as a navigable stream for bedland title purposes under Texas 
statutory law, showing no deference to the ruling handed down by SCOTUS pertaining to the 
downstream portion of that same river just 10 years earlier (FN 6). In the 1941 case of Hancock  
v Moore however, the Texas Supreme Court (TSC) expressed its full agreement with SCOTUS 
regarding the legal implications of extensive erosion in the boundary context, rejecting 
Hancock's assertion that the river's erosive action, which took place between 1880 and 1915, 
washing away her entire 125 acre estate, lying along the southern margin of the river, 
represented avulsion and therefore produced no boundary alteration, informing her that she  
had in fact lost all of her land, through boundary relocation enacted by erosive forces. In 
addition, declining to adopt the infamous title re-emergence concept, the TSC notified  
Hancock that because the river, at the point of its maximum southerly divergence in 1915,    
had penetrated the boundary of the previously non-riparian property lying directly south of   
the Hancock tract, all of the accretion which occurred when the river subsequently resumed  
its northerly movement from that point, again exposing much if not all of the land that had  
once been hers, belonged not to her but to her neighbor on the south:  
 
"From 1880 to 1915, the waters of the Red River at intervals washed and overflowed the south bank of said river 
until the land (of Hancock) was taken and eroded by the gradual eating away of the south bank ... in 1915, Red 
River, by its gradual encroachment upon the land to its south, had eroded and taken away the land on its south 
bank to the extent that the south bank of the river in said year was south of the north boundary line of Craddock 
and Coles ... by the gradual change of Red River ... all of the land described in that (1880 Hancock) deed was 
washed away and taken by erosive processes ... sometime in 1915 the Red River began receding to the north ... the 
movement of the river northward was accompanied by accretions ... the land lying between the south bank of Red 
River, as it ran during its furthest advance southward in the year 1915, and the south bank of Red River where it 
now runs, is land formed by deposits and accretions ... in the case of Oklahoma v. Texas, the Supreme Court of the 
United States ... held that notwithstanding the rapidity and suddenness of changes in the channel of the Red River, 
so long as the soil is eroded and passes away … the ordinary rule with reference to erosions and accretions applies. 
Tested by this rule of law the trial court was amply justified in its conclusion that the washing away of the 125 
acres ... by the Red River, constituted an erosion, so that title to said tract was entirely lost (by Hancock)    



and was further justified in the conclusion that when the river receded to the north … the land which again  
appeared in this location was an accretion to other lands (rather than a restoration of the Hancock 
estate) ... erosion and accretion ... are amply supported by the evidence ... the judgment of the Court of Civil 
Appeals is affirmed." (see 135 TEX 619)  
 
In 1946, another milestone case in the long running tug-of-war between federal and state courts 
over navigability as a source of fee title arose, providing the federal Court of Appeals for the 
Tenth Circuit with an opportunity to remind state leaders in Oklahoma of the limitations upon 
their ability to leverage the navigability concept as a means by which to maximize their revenue 
stream, in US v Champlin Refining. In that case, a portion of the Arkansas River within 
Oklahoma, passing through land which had been federally bestowed upon the Osage Tribe prior 
to Oklahoma statehood, then allotted and acquired by various others, was at issue, because state 
personnel had unilaterally declared that river to be legally navigable, after observing that the 
Supreme Court of Kansas had deemed the upstream portion of that same river to be navigable 
for bedland title purposes. Having taken the position that the riverbed was property of 
Oklahoma, state personnel not surprisingly proceeded to execute oil and gas extraction leases  
to Champlin in 1942, and Champlin commenced drilling operations, leading the owners of the 
various riparian properties which Champlin had entered to turn to the federal government for 
support and legal assistance. The US responded, filing an action in federal court against 
Champlin, but Oklahoma then joined the action as an intervenor, to support Champlin, since 
that company was simply acting as a grantee of the state, recognizing that in reality it was the 
authority of state, in the navigability context, which was being contested. A trial judge upheld 
the right of Champlin to utilize the riverbed for mineral extraction, on the grounds that the 
Supreme Court of Oklahoma had confirmed the navigability status of that river, concluding that 
the state personnel who had issued leases enabling Champlin to occupy and use the riverbed 
had therefore acted appropriately in so doing. As can readily be seen, the decisions made by both 
elected leaders in Oklahoma and the Oklahoma judiciary, regarding navigability, leading up to 
this particular litigation, essentially paralleled those of the neighboring states of Kansas and 
Texas, each of which had chosen to defiantly ignore and bypass federal standards for title 
navigability determination, as those standards had been set forth by SCOTUS (FN 7). Thus it 
was obviously time for another generation of state leaders to be judicially reminded of the same 
lesson which their predecessors had learned from SCOTUS more than 2 decades earlier during 
the 1920s, and when the Tenth Circuit reversal noted here was elevated to SCOTUS by 
Champlin and Oklahoma, the High Court approvingly chose to leave this powerful decision    
of the Tenth Circuit undisturbed:  
 
"The trial court held that the State had power to declare rivers navigable, and to limit the title of riparian owners 
to the high water mark of the river ... navigability is determinative and is a federal question ... the question here 
presented is what title passed by (federal) patents ... Oklahoma could not adopt a retroactive rule for determining 
navigability ... to enlarge what actually passed to Oklahoma at the time of her admission (to the Union) ... if the 
Arkansas River is not navigable, then the title of the Osages, as (federally) granted, certainly included the bed  
of the river ... but it is said that the navigability of the Arkansas River is a local question to be settled by the 
Legislature and the courts of Oklahoma, and that the Supreme Court of the state has held that ... the river is 
navigable ... a similar argument was made ... in Oklahoma v Texas, based on a decision by the Supreme Court of 
Oklahoma as to the Red River ... the controlling effect of the state court decision was there denied ... navigability  
of the stream is not a local question for state tribunals to settle ... the judgment of the state court does not bind us, 



for the validity and effect of an act done by the United States is necessarily a federal question ... It is not for a state, 
by courts or legislature, in dealing with the general subject of beds of streams, to adopt a retroactive rule for 
determining navigability which would destroy a (privately held) title already accrued under federal law ... some 
states have sought to retain title to the beds of streams by recognizing them as navigable when they are not 
actually so ... no one can object, unless it is sought thereby to conclude one whose right to the bed of the river, 
granted and vested before statehood, depends for its validity on non-navigability of the stream ... a grantee of land, 
bounded by a non-navigable stream or river, acquires title to the land to the center or thread ... the grantor (the 
US) will not be presumed to have reserved a strip of land covered by water ... the (Osage) grant, therefore, was 
not subject to local law. It must be construed in accordance with ... decisions of the United States Supreme Court ... 
when the (federal) trust patents (to Osage allottees) were issued, they conveyed the title to the center of the 
Arkansas River (on both sides) ... the State of Oklahoma could not, by legislative fiat or judicial decision, take 
from the Indian allottees what the United States had conveyed to them ... the river was non-navigable in fact. The 
Supreme Court of Oklahoma could not ... adjudge that the river was navigable and bind the United States and the 
heirs of Indian allottees by such adjudication ... the judgment is reversed." (see 156 F2d 769) 
 

 
The site of the Champlin case, which involved land lying partly in Section 24, T23N, R3E & 
partly in Section 19, T23N, R4E, Indian Meridian, features a portion of an especially large oxbow 
loop in the Arkansas River, which forms the northern boundary of Pawnee County, Oklahoma.  
 
In 1968, a full 4 decades after the Red River litigation of the 1920s, and just 4 years before the 
enactment of the federal Quiet Title Act (QTA) the case of Simons v Vinson (394 F2d 732) 
finally brought the river movement issue to the doorstep of the federal Court of Appeals for the 
Fifth Circuit, which covers Texas. Simons and his fellow plaintiffs, as typical owners of riparian 
properties on the Texas side of the Red River, became concerned by the issuance of federal 
leases, which enabled oil drillers to occupy land that the plaintiffs believed to be part of their 
own riparian properties, because in their view that federally leased land had formed as accretion 
along the south bank of that river. About 1000 acres was in contention, as federal officers 



representing both the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) and the Bureau of Indian Affairs 
(BIA) took the position that the river's movement, subsequent to the judicial adoption of the 
gradient boundary, was legally inconsequential, operating under the premise that the relevant 
ground was still legally part of the riverbed, despite being dry at virtually all times, because the 
accreted area was on the north side of the judicially approved gradient boundary. The plaintiffs 
decided to file an action against those officers in federal court, properly recognizing that a state 
court action would accomplish nothing, since a federal land rights interest was plainly present, 
and they requested a judicial order directing BLM to execute quitclaim deeds, conveying various 
portions of the oil rich accreted acreage to each of the plaintiffs. Federal personnel had not 
deliberately facilitated an invasion of the properties held by the plaintiffs, federal surveyors were 
prepared to prove, through the employment of legitimate survey evidence, that the land in 
question was all north of the judicially established southern boundary of the riverbed, as it been 
monumented and described during the 1920s, yet Simons and his neighbors sought to challenge 
federal enforcement of the judicially approved gradient line for boundary purposes. Thus the 
stage was finally set for a thorough federal judicial analysis of the intent which was embodied  
in the well monumented and readily resurveyed gradient boundary location that had been 
established by Kidder & Stiles more than 40 years before, potentially clarifying whether the 
clearly described gradient boundary line was really meant to rigidly bound both Texas itself  
and Texans as property owners on a permanent basis or not. But because no right to take legal 
action against the US, or against any of its agencies or agents, for boundary or title clarification 
purposes, had yet been statutorily put in place in 1968, the Fifth Circuit was legally compelled  
to leave that pivotal question unaddressed, after explaining to the plaintiffs why they could be 
allowed no opportunity to prove that accretive river movement had rendered portions of the 
duly established gradient riverbed boundary obsolete: 
 
"Probably no principle of law is better established than that the United States may not be sued without its consent 
... the complaint (filed by the plaintiffs) is an unsophisticated attempt to avoid the defense of governmental 
immunity, by naming as defendants the officers of particular government agencies, and alleging that these officers 
acted beyond their authority. The immunity of the sovereign, however, extends to its agencies, the Department of 
the Interior and the Bureau of Land Management and Indian Affairs, and the officers of these agencies ... the fact 
that the United States was not named as a defendant does not determine whether it is actually a party to the suit ... 
a suit is against the sovereign if the judgment sought would expend itself on the public treasury or domain, or 
interfere with public administration, or if the effect of the judgment would be to restrain the government from 
acting, or to compel it to act ... appellants seek to obtain quitclaim deeds ... the district court was asked both to 
compel and to restrain actions of the government. The effect of any judgment granting such relief would, of 
necessity, operate against the government. Hence the suit is unquestionably against the United States ... the  
United States is an indispensable party to such an action. Inasmuch as it has not consented to be sued, the court 
lacks jurisdiction ... our original principle, that absent its consent the United States may not be sued, forecloses 
such a suit. Dismissal, therefore, was proper." 
 
Thus it became quite clear by the late 1960s, if not even earlier, well before the QTA came into 
existence, that extensive accretion and reliction had afflicted the Red River, substantially 
relocating it from the documented position which it had occupied during the 1920s, and 
numerous private property owners on the Texas side, having patiently observed the river's 
northward progress for decades, intent upon reaping the benefits of the river's migration, stood 
ready to assert title to their respective portions of the long submerged but recently exposed 



land. Confronted with the concept of federal sovereign immunity however, they discovered  
that in fact no legal avenue was open for them to pursue, making even the strongest or clearest 
evidence of erosive or accretive river movement entirely useless to them as a basis for litigation. 
In 1972, the QTA brought such property owners the opportunity they had long sought, enabling 
them to take on the federal government in a federal courtroom for the purpose of boundary and 
title clarification, but the infamous 12 year QTA bar limited any such opportunities to matters 
which had freshly arisen, keeping adjudication of historical matters such as the development of 
accretion legally out of bounds, so even after 1972, relatively few riparian property owners were 
able to successfully achieve the goal of unclouding their titles by resolving their boundary issues 
under the auspices of the QTA. As the ensuing years came and went, federal personnel 
continued to adhere to the monumented gradient boundary, viewing it as a federally established 
and judicially sanctioned alignment, clearly created for boundary purposes, which was intended 
to permanently divide federal interest land from non-federal land. And they were right of course, 
that a permanent line of division had indeed been created under the direction of SCOTUS, 
which was represented by the gradient boundary line, as it was positioned by Kidder & Stiles, 
but as may be recalled, SCOTUS had never indicated, either during the litigation of the 1920s  
or at any subsequent time, that the judicially approved river gradient of the 1920s was meant   
to embody permanence in the locational context. Although the Fifth Circuit had obviously not 
expressly confirmed the permanence of the Red River gradient boundary in 1968, declining to 
address that issue in any respect as we have seen, the dismissal of the Simons case clarified that 
no attempt to legally challenge that line's ongoing legitimacy or controlling force, for purposes  
of boundary control, could gain any legal traction, under the law as it stood prior to the arrival  
of the QTA. Therefore, that ruling operated to assure federal personnel that they were 
authorized to continue to exercise exclusive control over all of the land on the north side of  
that historic line, without regard for any river movement, shielded by the power of sovereign 
immunity from any accusations that in so doing they were illegitimately exerting public control 
over private lands. 
 

 
 

Land rights were always particularly important to Frank Church (1924-1984) US Senator from 
1957 to 1981, who during the late 1960s, in response to extensive title concerns raised by his 
Idaho constituents residing in the Snake River Valley, spearheaded the development of the 
legislation which in 1972 became the federal Quiet Title Act.  
 



In 1981, just 9 years after the QTA became federal law, the Tenth Circuit addressed Bradford v 
US (651 F2d 700) which was the first riparian boundary case involving land situated along the 
Red River to reach the appellate level during the QTA era. Bradford owned land on the north 
side of the river, in Harmon County, Oklahoma, which was once part of Greer County, Texas, 
discussed previously herein, and his neighbor Johnson owned some adjoining land, which also 
fronted upon the north side of the river. Both parties understood that their patented tracts 
extended into the non-navigable riverbed, per the federal rulings of the 1920s which we have 
previously reviewed, but they were both unsure where the line of division between their 
properties ran as it passed through the riverbed, and they were also unsure how far south their 
mutual property line extended. To resolve those questions, Bradford filed an action under the 
QTA, against both Johnson and the US, since BLM personnel had informed him that the south 
half of the riverbed was federal interest land, making it necessary for him to file his action in 
federal court, rather than state court, in order to fully resolve all of the boundary issues relating 
to both the Bradford and Johnson properties. During the course of that litigation, Bradford 
settled all of his issues with both the US and Johnson by means of agreement, accepting the 
federal assertion that he did not own any portion of the south half of the riverbed, so the 
boundaries of his tract were fully defined without any need for adjudication, but the case he  
had initiated continued anyway, because unlike Bradford, Johnson was unwilling to agree that 
the US had retained any interest in the south half of the bed, and she insisted that her tract 
extended all the way to the north line of Texas, upon the south riverbank. The Tenth Circuit 
upheld a lower court ruling in which Johnson prevailed, on the grounds that the Johnson tract, 
consisting of typical riparian lots platted by the GLO, was undeniably riparian in character, 
pointing out that the US could not successfully maintain otherwise, regardless of any river 
movement, after having published an approved GLO plat, which was cited in the Johnson 
patent, showing the lots that were acquired by Johnson to be riverfront lots. In addition, the 
majority held, because the US had failed to expressly retain fee title to any portion of the 
riverbed when composing the Johnson patent, her ownership of those lots legally carried her 
private title not only to the centerline of the river, but all the way to its opposite bank, just as 
she had quite astutely contended. One dissenting Justice however, very wisely suggested that 
his fellow Justices had erred in upholding Johnson's victory, not in their application of the 
aforementioned principles pertaining to riparian boundaries, but on the even more vital matter 
of QTA jurisdiction, and the accuracy of the dissenting position on that key issue was confirmed 
less than 2 years later by SCOTUS, thus Johnson's judicial triumph over the federal government 
was in fact destined to be the last of its kind (FN 8).  
 
Be sure to check next week’s issue of News & Views for the concluding Part Four! 
 
Footnotes  
 
5) Nearly 30 years later in 1956, the case of Choctaw & Chickasaw Nations v Seay (235 F2d 30 - 
appellate ruling approved without comment by SCOTUS later in the same year - 352 US 917) 
brought further controversy regarding ownership of the south half of the bed of the Red River to 
the attention of the federal Court of Appeals for the Tenth Circuit, which covers Oklahoma. This 
conflict involved no Texans, resulting instead from contention between tribal allottees like Seay 
and the particular tribal entities which represented their title predecessors with regard to the 
land comprising southeastern Oklahoma. Seay and other allottees, as well as the successors of an 
unknown number of allottees, asserted that their typical federally platted riparian lots, bounded 



as those lots were by the river on the south, actually extended all the way across the riverbed,  
to the northern boundary of Texas, unrestricted by any GLO meander lines or even by the 
medial line of the stream, as SCOTUS had defined it in the 1920s, leaving no tribally owned  
land in the south half of the riverbed, in those locations which had been federally distributed   
to allottees. Citing the boundary determination rationale outlined in 1927 by Mitchell with 
approval, the Tenth Circuit informed the Tribes that the same boundary principle which had 
bestowed legal title to the south half of the riverbed upon the Choctaw Nation in 1820, by virtue 
of a treaty, had operated to pass that same title on to all tribal allottees, when the allottees made 
their congressionally mandated land acquisitions early in the Twentieth Century. Thus the 
Tribes learned that the references in the federal patents held by allottees to the GLO surveys,  
in which the land along the north side of the river was meandered and subdivided in the typical 
manner, provided them with no valid basis upon which to maintain that the title thus acquired 
by each allottee was limited by any line other than the northern boundary of Texas, upon the 
southern riverbank.  
 
6) The Supreme Court of Texas more recently addressed another conflict involving the specific 
methodology pertinent to navigability determination, which like the Bradford case of 1932, also 
related to one of the streams forming the upper portion of the Red River, in Texas Parks & 
Wildlife Department v Sawyer Trust (ST) (354 SW3d 384 - 2011). In that case, Texas asserted 
ownership of the bed of the Salt Fork of the Red River based upon navigability, after a land 
surveyor, acting as an agent of the state, filed an official report of his personal observations in 
2006, identifying that stream as being navigable for bedland title purposes. While the Texas 
Supreme Court agreed with ST that navigability determination is a fundamentally judicial 
exercise, which can never be conclusively conducted by any land surveyor, in accord with the 
1932 Bradford ruling, the Court nevertheless rejected the assertion made by ST that the 2006 
navigability report provided ST with a valid basis for legal action against Texas, pointing out in 
so doing that sovereign immunity shielded the state from any such legal attack, provided that 
the surveyor was acting within his authority in drawing a legal conclusion regarding the 
navigability status of the stream in contention. Nonetheless, the Court notified the litigants,   
as a holder of title to private property which had been clouded by that surveyor’s declaration  
on the matter of navigability, ST was free to file a legal action against him, charging that he   
had engaged in ultra vires action, beyond the scope of the authority vested in him.  
 
7) The judicial disparity or rift noted here was soon resolved, as the 1953 case of Lynch v 
Clements (263 P2d 153) signifies, yet Oklahoma opted to continue to maintain that the Arkansas 
River was legally navigable for purposes of bedland title, below the mouth of the Grand River. 
Central to the Lynch case was a dispute over title to a portion of the bed of the Arkansas River, 
which the plaintiff Lynch insisted was not navigable, was not property of Oklahoma, and was 
part of the riparian property he had acquired, lying along the banks of that river. Rejecting his 
position, the Supreme Court of Oklahoma held that the river in question was navigable in the 
specified location, below the confluence of the Arkansas and the Grand, but in so doing also 
acknowledged that "Upon admission of Oklahoma as a state into the Union, title to the bed    
of navigable streams within its borders vested in the state, where not previously conveyed (to 
Native Americans) by the federal government. The navigability of a river being a federal 
question, a claim of ownership to a portion of the bed of the Arkansas River based upon a  
federal grant made prior to statehood, presents a federal and not a local question". Thus 
Oklahoma at last judicially conceded that even as a sovereign state, it was nonetheless  



obligated to honor all conveyances of land made by the US, including any such conveyances 
which included navigable bedland, prior to the arrival of Oklahoma statehood in 1907. 
 
8) See Block v North Dakota (461 US 273 - 1983) in which SCOTUS clarified that the QTA 
cannot be liberally utilized and must be judicially applied only as a very narrow and tightly 
limited waiver of the sovereign immunity which is possessed by the US, in order to protect 
federal land rights interests to the greatest possible extent, because "Congress intended to 
foreclose totally any suit on claims that accrued more than 12 years prior to the effective date   
of the QTA”, thereby establishing the judicial rule that every QTA claimant must prove that  
the QTA bar does not prevent his legal action from proceeding, before any substantive issues  
can even be judicially addressed, much less decided, under the QTA. Under the restrictive   
QTA standard adopted by SCOTUS less than 2 years after Johnson’s triumph, which standard 
remains in full effect today, Johnson clearly could not have prevailed, since the 12 year window 
of legal opportunity relevant to her particular tract, provided by the QTA, had both opened and 
closed several decades earlier, long before the QTA even existed, and quite possibly even before 
she was born. 
 
 

 
 
Map showing historic divisions of the land now comprising Oklahoma, including the ground 
once identified as Greer County, Texas, which was utilized in the 1981 Bradford litigation. 
 
 



(The author of this series of articles, Brian Portwood (bportwood@mindspring.com) is a licensed 
professional land surveyor, federal employee and historian of land rights law, providing material 
for the ongoing professional education of all members of the land rights community. All of the 
materials cited herein are freely available in pdf form, either by means of a standard internet 
keyword search or directly from the author of this article, who invites all those interested in further 
reading on this subject to contact him.) 
 
Build your own library of outstanding federal case law - the Portwood articles presented 
here in News & Views represent an ideal starting point for those who may wish to 
explore federal case law more broadly on their own. A zip file containing the entire 
Federal Land Rights Series is available free of charge in pdf form upon request from the 
author, who can be reached at bportwood@mindspring.com.      
  
 
 
  
 
 


